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The Baltic Fashion project

Against this background, the Baltic Fashion project partnership, composed of representatives from government,
industry and education, explored possibilities of transnational cooperation for Baltic fashion support. As part of
the Baltic Fashion project, they:
•

•
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analysed innovations within the industry, which are
of relevance to Baltic fashion SMEs in view of offering
them unique selling points, lowering production costs
and/or expanding to new target groups,
strengthened business cooperation in the BSR by compiling a comprehensive mapping of local production
sites and organizing BSR wide business cooperation

Baltic Fashion Findings

•

•
•

events. Based on current trends as well as strengths
and weaknesses of each country, an analysis on possible scenarios for local production in the BSR countries
was developed,
collected information on the current support offer
for fashion businesses and conducted direct surveys
with fashion SMEs to enquire their needs. Based on the
results, they developed and tested fashion business
support measures as well as trainings.
organized roundtables with national stakeholders to
discuss actions to further support the Baltic fashion
industry in the future.
explored how cooperation within the Baltic Fashion
project could be continued in the future.

All information, either collected or generated in the project, was fed into the Baltic Fashion Information Portal, the
first ever-comprehensive web-platform on Baltic fashion,
accessible at www.balticfashion.eu.

The € 2.3 M Baltic Fashion project is supported by the
ERDF financed Baltic Sea Region Programme 2007–2013
under the priority “innovation”. It is implemented between
December 2010 and December 2013.

The main problem voiced by fashion stakeholders is the
lack of easy accessible, integrated and centralized information on the fashion sector and related support and training
opportunities covering the whole BSR. The Baltic Fashion
Information portal aimed to fill this gap by offering the
first ever-comprehensive Baltic fashion web-platform
www.balticfashion.eu.

The portal mainly consists of web-links to existing information, which have been collected and assessed by the
Baltic Fashion partners in view of quality and relevance.
Even though the links might point to websites in national
BSR languages, in all cases a brief introductory text in
English is provided to give general guidance.
The user can either search for information at the BSR level
or make use of country specific access points to screen
information at the national level.

The information categories of the portal include:
•

•

•
•

•
•

Business support - with links to organizations that are
specialized in market statistics, business support, new
technologies, jobs, sustainability, support to female
entrepreneurship and intellectual property,
Skills and development - with links to fashion schools
and business support organizations,
Enterprises - with links to designers, producers and
retailers in the BSR,
Innovation – with information on Baltic Fashion innovations and links to innovative companies and organizations promoting innovations,
Production places – with a comprehensive collection
of production places in the BSR,
Events – indicating main BSR fashion events, including
shows, fairs and cooperation events.

Figure 1:Screenshot of the Baltic Fashion information portal www.balticfashion.eu.

The Baltic Fashion Information Portal
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Despite dramatic changes within the last decade resulting in a loss of a third of its volume and jobs, the fashion
sector still plays a highly important role throughout the
Baltic Sea Region (BSR): not only that it is characterised
by a high number of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) and women employees, but it is also an important
source for creativity and identity building throughout the
region. Recent innovations and transnational cooperation
as well as trends towards sustainable consumption offer
important opportunities for Baltic fashion designers and
companies.

The Baltic Fashion Information Portal

The fashion industry in
*
the Baltic Sea Region

© The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås, photographer Clemence Thornquist.

Assessment of the fashion sector in:
•

The Baltic Sea Region

•

Sweden

•

Finland

•

Estonia

•

Latvia

•

Lithuania

•

Pomerania, Poland

•

Mecklenburg - West Pomerania, Germany

Baltic Fashion partners collected information on the current support offer for

fashion businesses; in parallel they conducted direct surveys with fashion SMEs

to enquire their needs and they organized roundtables with local stakeholders
to investigate possibilities for further support.

The following chapter provides an overview of the results of such assessment and
points at main challenges of the fashion sector at BSR-wide and national levels.

*

Since Denmark was not represented in the project partnership, the assessment does not include Denmark.

The fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region
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Assessment of the fashion sector in the Baltic Sea Region
The BSR fashion industry consists of a wide range of
enterprises. In most BSR countries fashion industry is
positioned inside a diverse area of different industries,
which include clothing, textiles, leather and shoe industry. It is also part of the so-called creative industries, the
importance of which is steadily increasing.
The fashion sector is notable for having a predominance
of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Consequently, less than 1% of the companies employ more than
250 persons, while 80% of the companies only employ
between 1 and 9 workers.

As the Baltic Fashion partnership did not include partners
from Denmark, the situation of the industry in this country
could not be assessed. Also, while for Finland, Sweden,
Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia the national situation was
assessed, for Germany and Poland the focus was put on
the regional situation of Mecklenburg - West Pomerania
in Germany and Pomerania in Poland.
Also, it should be noted that the situation of the Swedish
fashion sector is slightly different from the sector in other
countries. Even though the industry comprises micro,
small and medium companies, it is dominated by a few
large global retailers, such as H&M, which alone counts
for more than 50 % of the industry’s turnover.
Each of the seven countries or regions in focus has a different level of sectoral development, technological background and tradition in manufacture. Thus differences can
be noted between low and high-cost countries or earlier
and new members of the Community.

Generally, however, there is no deny that throughout the
entire BSR region the fashion sector is facing high competitive pressure due to market globalisation, trade liberalisation and technological change. Many companies have
adjusted to this situation by substantially reducing mass
production and concentrating on high added value products. Especially with regard to labour-intensive activities,
companies have moved their production to countries with
low labour costs. Currently, the competitive advantage
of the BSR textile and clothing sector lies in quality and
design, innovation and technology as well as high added
value products.
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Main challenges
High competition: The textiles and clothing sector is
subject to increasing competition from countries outside
the EU, especially in labour-intensive activities such as
manufacturing of clothes. In such activities, countries in
Asia, Africa and Latin America are able to offer very low
unit prices. This has resulted in a number of closures of
industrial operations or in transfer of technology and
manufacturing to low cost countries. Companies with
standard products have been hit the most.
Financial crisis: Companies felt the crisis most strongly
through its impact on the prices of raw materials and
energy. As an example, increased energy costs were most
challenging for German companies. The average unit cost
of gas and electricity in Germany is among the highest in
the EU27. Another important challenge for companies was
changes in consumption behaviour following the crisis.

Unsustainable production and consumption trends:
In clothing production, manufacturing cycles are speeding up, hence manufacturing and consumption volumes
are ever increasing while simultaneously the life span of
products is shortening. The explosion of consumption
in the Western world adds to the environmental load of
industrial processes and increases waste streams.

Support and training offer: There is lack of support
specifically tailored to fashion SME. The common complain
among the entrepreneurs is that business development
organizations are not familiar with the characteristics of
the fashion industry. Needs of fashion SMEs are different
from those of other SMEs in the creative industry. The special characteristics of fashion enterprises include rapidly
changing seasons (up to 4 per year), the capital intensiveness and the focus on manufacturing. Furthermore, small
and micro entrepreneurs are usually so occupied with
their daily tasks, that there is no time or energy to seek
information or support. Thus, even if support offer exists,
its uptake is rather low.
Knowledge and skills: According to a survey realized
in the project, fashion companies throughout the entire
region lack knowledge about doing business and especially in the fields of fashion management, e-commerce,

merchandising, internationalization, marketing and sales
as well as brand-building. While most designers focus
on arts and creativity, successful designers spend only a
fraction of time in designing – most of the time is spent in
public relations and business-related activities.

Moreover, traditional and technical skills (use of sewing
and knitting machines) are becoming rare. Due to declining birth rates and improved health, the BSR population
is reducing in size while growing older. This change in
demographic composition means a decline of labour force
and related traditional and technical labour skills. This
shortage is not replaced by the younger generation, who
seems having low interest in the acquisition of related
skills.

Lack of networks & cooperation: The sector is plagued
by fragmentation into those who generate the ideas, those
who implement them and those who need the products.
These fragments rarely come into contact. Also, it is typical for fashion SMEs that they work independently and do
not cooperate with professionals from other fields and
disciplines (e.g. business). At the transnational level, no
structures to support fashion companies in the Baltic Sea
Region are in place.

Strengths

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Difficult access to funding especially for start-ups:
Research and surveys conducted in the project showed
that many fashion design companies do not make it past
the critical first three years and that most of them cannot
make a living with their business. Only very few fashion
design companies succeed on the market and have become
international and global. Introduction of innovative technologies in the production process is also hampered by
financial shortages.
Low recognition at the policy level: In some BSR countries, such as Latvia and Poland, there is no distinction
made between the creative and fashion industries at the
policy level. This draws attention and visibility away from
the fashion sector and is the reason why in these countries
no coherent development strategy is in place.

Weaknesses

Geographical & cultural proximity to BSR countries,
From “many” to “some” business support structures,
Well-educated designers and labour,
New trends, such as local and sustainable production,
Technologies and innovations,
Possibility to produce for relatively low cost and in small
volumes in new member states.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Research & practice with technologies and innovations,
New trainings, connecting fashion & business,
Production in the BSR,
New trends, such as on-line business, social media, sustainable and local production,
Networking & cooperation among companies, sectors,
and disciplines,
Interest by investors and financiers.

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunties

•
•
•
•

Fashion production: Western BSR countries face the challenge of small production volumes. Due to high labour and
production costs, production of small volumes is very cost
intensive. Eastern BSR countries can still produce small
amounts for relatively low costs and use this advantage
to produce for companies outside the country. However
they have not managed to develop own local brands and
due to the small size of their markets, they face shortage
of sales opportunities.

Lack of networks & cooperation,
Support mechanisms not specialized in fashion,
Lack of knowledge about doing business,
Difficult access to funding, especially for start-ups,
Poor access to innovations and technologies,
Production of small volumes for relatively high costs in
old member states.

Threats

Economic crisis,
Competitiveness of third countries,
Emigration of skilled labour,
Demographic change,
Fast fashion.

The fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region
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Sweden

Finland
Fashion Design and production

The fashion industry is dominated by few very big retailers such as H&M. Looking at leading fashion brands they
have increased turn over steadily with an export rate of
app. 60%, however start-ups have difficulties to survive
the first 3 years. Swedish fashion design is more and more
renown at the national and international level, thanks to
fashion weeks and media attention. The Swedish market
and its strong fashion retailers have pressed the price level
and also forced fashion design companies to focus on costs,
price levels and deliver a good quality to medium range
prices. Most production is located outside the country.
Existing fashion production is mostly oriented towards
very specializes sectors such as technological and specialized fibres. Some attempts to increase local production
are ongoing but have no major impact.

Support

There are several support structures, noticeable is especially the fashion incubator Boras, which is one of the
very few – if not the only - fashion incubator in the BSR
addressing the specific needs of fashion companies.

Main challenges

Dominance of few big retail companies
Few very big retailers such as H&M, Lindex, KappAhl, MQ
and a few others dominate the Swedish market. While

Strengths

•
•
•
•

Success of Swedish fashion design brands,
Products of good quality, high fashion impact, medium
range price level,
Stockholm fashion weeks,
Good collaboration in the national fashion industry.

Opportunties

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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International media attention,
Development of online sales channels,
Collaboration of fashion organizations in SE,
SMEs interested in local production,
Research on use of local fibres,
Awareness of SMEs on sustainability,
General interest in fashion.

Baltic Fashion Findings

Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel

•
•
•

No of entities (2011): 2,033
Turnover (2011): € 243,9 m

Size (2010): 97 % of companies have 0–9 employees

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

•

these have increased turn over steadily, start-ups have
difficulties to survive the first 3 years. One of the reasons
is that strong fashion retailers have pressed the price level
and have forced small fashion design companies to adapt.
Production abroad
Most production has moved outside the country. Compared to local production, production abroad is more
expensive and generally requires bigger volumes. Also,
there is a lack of textile production competences in Sweden after most textile manufacturing was outsourced from
Sweden during the 1970s.

Access to capital
It is difficult for small fashion companies to raise capital. The mature, over-established market with intensive
competition makes it difficult to come up with new ideas
based on clothing that differentiates one company from
another. Difficulties to finance cash flow prevent finance
of larger volumes and expansion internationally.

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of funding for start-ups,
Vulnerable economic situation,
Lack of business knowledge,
Lack of networking outside own discipline,
Production of small volumes,
Only few and specialized producers in SE,
Consumers restrictive to pay for premium quality.

•
•
•

Economic recession and financial crises,
Scarcity of fibres leads to higher prices,
Change of fashion trends / decrease of interest in Scandinavian fashion,
Lack of technical skills for production in SE.

Threats

•

Much of the production has been transferred abroad. Some
textile production is still existent and mostly composed
of small and medium enterprises. The field of fashion
business in Finland consists currently of rather small companies. There are only a few larger ones (e.g. Marimekko,
Nanso, Ril’s, Luhta, Reima) but many bearers of tradition
(e.g. Silo, FinnFlare, Piritta/P.T.A., Kestilä) went bankrupt
during the recession years and the collapse of the export
to Soviet Union during the late 1980’s and first half of the
1990’s. Currently, most fashion entrepreneurs are women
and they typically run a one-person company that does
not provide them with a decent living.

Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel

•
•
•
•
•

•

No of entities (2011): 1,075
Turnover (2011): € 322.5 M
No of employees (2010): 1,989
Size (2010): 94 % of companies have 0–9 employees
Exports to the BSR: 15% DE, 12% SE, 8% EE, 3% PL,
13% other EU countries
Imports from the BSR: 8% DE, 8% SE, 5% EE,
17% other EU countries

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

•

Support

In Finland, quite a lot of support functions for SMEs within
the creative industries can be found, both nationally and
regionally. There are web sites, professional organizations
and associations, services and different kind of materials
(annual catalogues, brochures, others) available. However,
entrepreneurs within the fashion industry tend not to be
familiar with all the existing support functions provided
both nationally and regionally.

Main challenges

Lack of collaboration: One of the main weaknesses in
Finnish fashion industry has been the lack of collaboration. This situation has a cultural background in a small
and competitive environment. It is typical particularly for
Figure 2: Marimekko is one of the few large well-known
Finnish fashion companies.

the small and micro-enterprises in Finland that they work
on their own, are scattered and do not network.

Unawareness of support: Fashion companies are also
often unaware of the existing support mechanisms that
would be available for them or organisations, such as Finatex or Muotikaupan liitto, that advocate the interests of
fashion professionals. The small and micro entrepreneurs
are usually so occupied with their daily tasks, that there is
neither time nor energy to seek information or support.
Creativity vs. business: In Finland, the general problem
appears to be focusing too much on design as art, when
the focus should be on marketing, distribution channels
and communication.
Figure 3: A textile industry museum is located in the old
Finlayson cotton mill in Tampere, Finland.

© Visa580, Wikimedia Commons

Fashion Design and production

The fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region
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Strengths

•
•
•
•
•
•

Several business support organizations,
Quality of fashion products,
Successful brand-internationalization,
Use of innovative technologies,
Use of innovative materials, such as functional garments,
Strong traditions in Finnish fashion design.

Opportunties

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperation in international networks,
New trends, such as slow fashion, LOHAS, value- and
emotion-based marketing,
Regional products (“Finnishness”),
E-commerce and social media,
Research in materials and technologies,
Customized production and small volumes,
Service design methods,
Awareness on sustainability issues,
Interest by investors and financiers,
Increasing interest in local production,
BA-programme in vestonomy (combination of business,
technology and cultural studies).

Weaknesses

Estonia

•
•
•
•
•
•

Difficult access to funding,
Small companies, lack of large production units, high
costs of production,
Almost no education in fashion business,
Low participation in international fashion fairs,
Lack of cooperation and networking,
Limited availability of skilled labour,
Lack of branding,
Lack of business skills.

There are several micro and small fashion design companies and most of them have own brands. The national fashion market is however rather small and fashion exports
are rare.

•
•
•
•
•

Competitiveness of third countries,
Economic crisis,
Low uptake and cut down of training programmes,
Vanishing skills due to outsourcing of production,
Low enterprise growth.

•
•

Threats

Fashion Design and production

Estonia has a very young production sector, which however combines high quality with comparatively low-cost
production. Production companies are generally small,
with some medium production sites. Production is mainly
oriented towards contracting by companies from abroad,
though there are attempts to develop own brands.

Support

There is only one school for fashion design. General business support is offered e.g. by professional organizations
and associations as well as incubators.

Main challenges

Sales and export: Fashion designers lack knowledge in
the filed of marketing and sales. In addition, concrete sales
opportunities in the country are few. Fashion products
could move to international markets, however exports are

Strengths

•
•
•
•

High quality of production,
Use of innovative technologies in production,
Relatively low cost and well educated labour,
Comparatively easy conditions for start-ups.

Opportunties

•
•
•
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Online shops, social media, fashion portals offer new
opportunities for international marketing,
Increasing demand for fashion products,
Consumer interest in local, sustainable and functional
fashion.

Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel

•
•
•
•
•
•

No of entities (2011): 386
Turnover (2011): € 159.1 M
No of employees (2010): 6,668
Size (2010): 68 % of companies have 0–9 employees
Exports to the BSR: 67.7 %
Imports from the BSR: 50.6 %

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

•

weak and there is still lack of knowledge on and experience in internationalization.

Local and international cooperation: At local level,
fashion companies do not know each other well enough to
start cooperation. Also, they are not used to cooperation
with professionals from other fields, i.e. rarely designers
cooperate with experts from the business field. International cooperation is even weaker and general information on international supply and distribution channels is
hardly available.
Funding: Most fashion designers cannot make a living out
of their business. This is worsened by lack of knowledge
on how to attract investors and access funding.

Weaknesses

•
•

•

Small market and lack of sales opportunities,
Small size of companies, problems to cover high costs
of raw material,
Lack of business skills, especially in marketing, sales,
internationalization and funding,
Low recognition of Estonian fashion at
international level,
Lack of cooperation at local and international level.

•
•
•
•

Financial crisis,
Competitiveness of third countries,
Fast fashion,
Progressive cut down of training programmes.

•
•

Threats

The fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region
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Latvia

Lithuania

Fashion Design and production
Latvian fashion design is increasingly renown at the
national and international levels. As the local market is
limited, fashion production is mainly addressed to contracting by partners abroad. Fashion production in Latvia
uses modern technological equipment and compared to
production outside the BSR region is relatively low-cost
and can handle small volumes.

Support

There is broad number of support organization for fashion companies in Latvia: institutions of higher education,
professional organizations and associations, information hubs, consultancies and business incubators. These
organizations provide education both in the field of fashion design and general management.

Main challenges

Government support: In the National Development Plan
2014-2020, textile and fashion industry is considered as
part of the creative industries. As fashion is not mentioned
separately, it is not considered as a priority industry for
government financing. Cooperation of fashion stakeholders would help the sector gaining visibility and lobby for
political recognition.

Strengths

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Education and training: The offer of education in
fashion design is not complemented with the related
training in technical fields, such as use of sewing and
knitting machines. Compared to the past, provision
and uptake of technical skills today is rather low and
some skills might even disappear in the next 4-6 years.
Offer of business training is far too general and does not
address the specific needs of fashion companies. This is
especially true for brand-building, marketing and sales.
Due to the small size of the local market and limited sales
opportunities in the country, companies are more and
more export-oriented. Thus, business training would
especially need to target internationalization, including contracting of companies as well as distribution and
logistics abroad.
Production: Companies experience difficulties in developing own local brands. This is mainly due to competition
by third countries, but also to the small size of the local
market.

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-commerce to access international markets,
Innovative products and brands,
Internationalization of Latvian brands,
Sustainable, slow and local production,
Innovations used in production,
Collaboration between support organizations,
Creation of / integration in clusters.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Baltic Fashion Findings

No of entities (2011): 913
Turnover (2011): € 171,9 M
No of employees (2010): 9,606
Size (2010): 85 % of companies have 0–9 employees

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

Possibility to produce small volumes,
Low cost production compared to production outside
BSR,
Fashion design as export product,
Technology-intensive production processes,
Experience on international markets,
Proximity to EU and CIS markets,
Growing interest in Latvian fashion,
Production of functional garments, lingerie, underwear.

Opportunties
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Fashion Design and production
Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel

Limited local market and sales opportunities,
Lack of funding for start-ups,
Lack of financial support by government,
Lack of information on innovations & statistics,
Lack of fashion business trainings,
Inefficient training system for workers,
Poor cooperation of support organizations.

Threats

Financial crisis and slow economic recovery,
Increase of energy, resources and labour costs,
Lack of financial resources for innovations,
Emigration of skilled labour force,
No education on textile engineering,
Unattractiveness of technical specialization,
Competitiveness of third countries.

Fashion design is at the development level in Lithuania.
Most of Lithuanian Fashion SMEs are starting to move
from manufacturing for other labels to development of
their own brands. Only around 50 new private labels were
developed in Lithuania in 2012.

Lithuanian clothing and textile production is strong and
highly appreciated at national and international levels.
Lithuanian companies have always produced and are still
producing as contractors for other companies worldwide.
When contracted by foreign brands, Lithuanian fashion companies often cover the entire value chain, from
design, material purchase, manufacturing to logistics and
distribution.

Support

EU Programmes, business associations, public institutions,
private consultancies, universities and colleges provide
training and funding.

Main challenges

Technical skills: Technical and traditional skills and
know-how are disappearing as youngsters have low

Strengths

Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel

•
•
•
•

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

•

interest in acquisition of related skills. In 2011 there were
4200 vacant jobs for sewers but the supply was twice as
low. Also, the number of textile and fashion engineers,
which are the backbone of Lithuanian production is
decreasing. Technological innovations to increase production efficiency can hardly be introduced, as they are
still too cost-intensive. All this tackles the international
competitiveness of the sector.
Development of local brands: While clothing and textile production for companies in other countries has a
long tradition in Lithuania, there is very little experience
with the development, management and marketing of
own brands. Also, considering that the national market
is limited, such local brands will soon need to prepare for
internationalization. No specific support offer for fashion
companies is in place to fill this gap.

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Possibility to produce small volumes & just in time,
Technological knowhow,
High work culture & credibility,
High quality production,
Experience on international markets,
Proximity to EU and CIS markets,
Old traditions in the sector.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Integration into international clusters,
Virtual means to enter international markets,
Design & logistics add value to production,
New materials for new products,
Development of Lithuanian brands.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunties

No of entities (2011): 1,734
Turnover (2011): € 330 M
No of employees (2010): 19,604
Size (2010): 82 % of companies have 0–9 employees

Lack of management and marketing skills,
Little experience with brand development,
Inefficient training system for workers,
Little cooperation between SMEs & academia,
Lack of implementation of new technologies,
Lack of specialists/technical qualifications.

Threats

Financial crisis, recession in export markets
Lack of current assets
Emigration of skilled labour
Unattractiveness of the sector to youngsters
Competitiveness of third countries
Development of black economy.

The fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region
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Pomerania, Poland

Mecklenburg - West Pomerania, Germany

Fashion Design and production
The region is very active in the field of design in general
and especially industrial design. However, there is no clear
information on activities in the field of fashion design
specifically.

The region has long tradition in clothing manufacture.
Owing to its proximity to Western European markets
and qualified workforce, it has always been an excellent
location for contracting. Due to competition from Asia,
this situation is however changing.

Support

Besides EU funds, companies is offered financial support
by local and national institutions in the form of investment
support and subsidies. There are several training offers
at the local level by e.g. higher education institutions, the
Pomeranian Development Agency and the Pomeranian
Science and Technology Park.

Main challenges

Creative vs. Fashion industries: Fashion industry is not
perceived as a separate industry, which causes problems
with data collection and shows the low interest in that

Strengths

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traditions in clothing manufacturing,
High-quality production in small volumes,
High adaptation of production to changes,
High quality of services,
Strong creative industries, especially design,
Success of some local fashion companies,
Access to innovative technologies, materials & textiles,
Geographic location facilitating contacts with foreign
partners.

Opportunties

•
•
•
•
•

018

Increasing interest in the fashion industry,
Increase of quality of life,
Strategic importance of creative industries recognized
by EU and regional institutions,
Public funding at the local, national and EU level,
Strong education & research.

Baltic Fashion Findings

Fashion Design and production

Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel
in Poland*

•
•
•
•

No of entities (2011): 13,652
Turnover (2011): € 1,945.6 M
No of employees (2010): 94,518
Size (2010): 88.4 % of companies have 0–9 employees

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

*

•

Even though the assessment focuses on the region of Pomerania, the figures
in the table refer to Poland as a whole.

industry branch by local institutions. This also means that
there is no coherent development strategy for the sector.

Bureaucracy: Surveys realized in the course of the project showed that fashion companies are not making use
of the financial support offered by local, national and EU
institutions. Bureaucracy and lengthy procedures easily
discourage them.

Fashion professionals: While there is a number of fashion designers and manufacturers in the region, research
conducted in the project showed that their activity is
rarely based on the related education and training. The
reason is that education and training targets businesses in
the creative industries in general, but it does not address
fashion companies specifically.

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Little experience in the fashion sector / poor professional qualification,
Local market has limited potential,
Poor transport infrastructure,
Low level of exports,
Low financial capacities of companies,
Poor use of institutional support,
Limited knowledge on business management, esp. intellectual property rights,
Low knowledge on online communication & marketing
Poor cooperation among companies.

Threats

•
•
•
•

Global economic crisis,
Strong competition from third countries,
Growing interest in IT and transport vs. low interest
fashion,
Reluctance to open up to new markets.

Even though the textile and clothing industry has a long
tradition in Germany and still belongs to the ten leading
industry sectors, the sector has experienced a continuous
decline in the number of workers since the end of the
1960s so that only 5% of clothing bought in Germany is
produced within the country while the rest is outsourced
overseas. Within this general framework 80% of fashion companies are located in the federal states of North
Rhine-Westphalia, Bavaria, Baden-Württemberg, Saxony,
Thuringia and Berlin. Less than 1% of textile and clothing
enterprises are located in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania.
Fashion companies in Mecklenburg - West Pomerania are
mainly micro in size, they operate on the local or regional
market, generally have no exports and low online presence and visibility.

Support

Through the international fashion design competition
“Usedom Baltic Fashion Award”, the region offers a Baltic
platform for exchange and cooperation on fashion design.
As important tourism destination in Germany, the region
offers facilities for encounter. However, most business
assistance programs are aligned with innovation and
technology and do not specifically address the needs of
fashion manufacturing and design.

Strengths

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Popular tourist destination in Germany,
Good meeting facilities,
Some local production facilities,
Few but active business support systems,
Few but well-educated fashion designers,
Strong local network,
SMEs deep-rooted with stable costumer base,
Quality of production,
Some investments in research and development, e.g. in
the field of technical textiles.

Opportunties

•
•
•
•
•

Good location for cooperation activities in the BSR,
Geographical proximity to BSR and metropolitan areas
(Hamburg & Berlin) with large number of tourists,
Creativity and re-focus on local production,
Fashion awards and fashion events,
Collaborations and educational offer for trainees.

Figures: manufacture of wearing apparel
in Germany*

•

No of entities (2011): 2,911

•

Size (2010): 90 % of companies have 0–9 employees

•
•

Turnover (2011): € 8,176.9 m

No of employees (2010): 42,894

Data: Eurostat Database 2013 		

*

•

Even though the assessment focuses on the region of Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania, the figures in the table refer to Germany as a whole

Main challenges
Only few businesses in the region: Between 2005 and
2012, the number of enterprises in the textile and clothing
industry in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania as well as the
number of employees registered a decrease.

Shortage skills: Even though there are some production
facilities in the region, there is a lack of experienced and
skilled staff. Technical skills are lost, as the population
is getting older and no retaining is offered to younger
employees.
No fashion business support: Mecklenburg-West Pomerania has business-training offers, however it is not tailored
to fashion companies specifically. Most fashion designers therefore make use of training offered in Berlin or
Hamburg.

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of employment and skilled staff,
Lack of business cooperation networks,
Retraining deficit,
Business support not tailored to fashion SMEs,
Little attendance in fairs,
Difficulties with serial production, lack of IT equipment,
Week marketing and language skills,
Low online presence,
Week knowledge about EU markets,
Import and export below average,
Innovations in production below average.

•
•
•
•

Increasing costs of energy and resources,
Difficult access to loans and financial aid,
Support programmes not focused on manufacturing,
Younger people leave the region due to lack of job offer.

Threats

The fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region
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Best practices of
support programmes
•

ZERO° fashion showroom in Tallinn, Estonia

•

Coppice quality label of the Art Academy of Latvia

•

Fashion business clinic in Turku, Finland

•

Model manufacture in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, Germany

•

Baltic business cooperation events

•

Baltic Fashion Avenue in Vilnius, Lithuania

•

Baltic Fashion Days in Usedom, Germany

Main challenges in the Baltic fashion industry were the starting point for taking
action and exploring ways and means to fill gaps and provide fashion sector
© The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås, photographer Anna Sigge

adequate support.

This chapter presents support measures that were developed by the Baltic Fashion
partners. They all take on board concerns expressed by fashion companies and

their support institutions in the course of the project. They thus all address the
specific needs of the fashion industry in the Baltic Sea Region.

Best practices of support programmes
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ZERO° fashion showroom

Coppice quality label

Tallinn, Estonia

Art Academy of Latvia

ZERO° is a showroom for BSR fashion companies to present their products.

Coppice is a quality label that supports fashion graduates from

that the showroom attracts broad and targeted audience.

logical fabrics as well as ‘green thinking’ and recycling.

As part of the showroom, regular training and networking events are organ-

the Art Academy of Latvia entering the market. It stands for

ized to enhance business knowledge and business talks. This mix ensures

ZERO° allows fashion companies to promote their products
in a well-organized business environment and to address
a broad and carefully selected audience without need to
substantially push-up prices. In parallel, companies are
provided with an occasion to strengthen their networks
and establish new business cooperation, which besides
immediate business contacts supports the company success in the long run.

further information:

Business Support and Credit Management Foundation
(ESA), Estonia
Helen Piir, email: helen@inkubaator.ee
www.facebook.com/moepoodzero
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To support fashion graduates entering the market, fashion schools in and outside the Baltic Sea Region organize
shows and exhibitions. Examples are the Cracow Fashion
Award organized by the Cracow School of Art and Fashion Design, the Erki Moeshow organized by the Estonian
Academy of Arts and the London Graduate Fashion Week
organized by a cooperation of several European universities. The Art Academy of Latvia has also started organizing
since 2004 yearly fashion shows for its graduates. The
endeavour proved successful, as e.g. companies like H&M,
Boss or Adidas increasingly attended graduate shows for
recruitment purposes and some collections were later
promoted at fashion weeks.

However, besides fashion shows one of the most relevant
aspects for marketing is labelling, which ensures that
the client recognizes the garment and reaches out for it
amongst many. Linked to its yearly fashion shows, the Art
Academy of Latvia developed the fashion quality label
Coppice (old English for ‘young forest stand”) for graduate collections. Collections “made by Coppice” need to
respect a number of set criteria, such as reference to
Latvian culture, use of innovative and natural materials
as well as inclusion of sustainability aspects in the fashion
design and production process. Coppice collections are
sold at several Riga selling places. Today Coppice is part
of the regular support offer of the Art Academy of Latvia.

Further Information:

Art Academy of Latvia
Māra Ādiņa, email: mara.adina@lma.lv

Figure 6 & 7:Fashion shows for graduates.

© Iris Kivisalu

© Iris Kivisalu

Figure 4 & 5:The ZERO° showroom in Tallinn.

The potential of young fashion graduate collections is
huge. However, the needs analysis among fashion SMEs
revealed that especially young fashion designers ask support in the field of sales and marketing.

•

© Toms Norde, Art Academy of Latvia

ESA does not only provide the space and logistical support for ZERO°, it also and most importantly organizes all
related business events and invites national and international cooperation partners, which are relevant for the
specific company. While this service is for free, exhibiting companies contribute to the overall running of the
showroom with a mark-up of maximum 10-20% on the
sold product, which is generally manageable for small
start-ups.

•

© Toms Norde, Art Academy of Latvia

The BSR survey on fashion SME needs showed that companies have major problems to present their products,
both to clients and to possible cooperation partners. This
is especially true for small start-ups, which have not yet
made a name for themselves on the national or international circuit. The main reasons are that a) affordable
occasions to present fashion products are very few and b)
in these few occasions only seldom relevant cooperation
partners and consumer segments are addressed. To fill
this gap the Business Support and Credit Management
Foundation (ESA) put in place the support offer ZERO°.

innovative Latvian design, use of innovative materials and eco-

Best practices of support programmes
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Fashion business clinic

Model manufacture

Turku, Finland

Mecklenburg - West Pomerania, Germany

The fashion business clinic offers an environment for collaboration among fashion entrepreneurs that does not create competition but brings forth understanding of mutual gain. •

The Finnish fashion industry is mainly composed of small
companies, which generally have high production costs
and scarce resources. The business clinic addresses these
constraints by offering an environment for collaboration
among fashion entrepreneurs that does not create competition and brings forth understanding of mutual gain.
The business clinic key drivers are co-creation and multiprofessional teamwork. Co-creation is usually performed
in a workshop and playful setting and aims at generating
and further developing ideas by building on the ideas of
others. The multi-professional approach consists of bringing together people of various professional backgrounds
to solve a specific problem. In general, the more variety
one can get, the better results can be expected.
The central part of the service offered by the clinic is the
support to the identification of the problem and thus the
setting-up of a coherent narrative for the company to see
where the story line breaks. As start-ups and established
companies have different problems, company specific
training methods are used, from creative and playful ones
(such as the Barbie training) to more rigorous ones (such
as the service blueprint or business model canvas).

As a general rule, the service design approach is used.
Service design tools have proven effective to find strengths
and weaknesses in, for instance, finding the correct customer segment and correct tools for reaching the customers. Constructing the whole service chain as a blueprint
can help see phases of the value/service chain that could
be, for instance, outsourced or streamlined. It also helps
the entrepreneur to see how much effort and time he or
she uses on each phase. The clinic makes use of trainings and methods specifically developed for its purposes:
Barbie training, Service design, Management of social
media actions.
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Figure 8: The Fashion business clinic is located in the
cultural centre Logomo in Turku.

Entrepreneurs might just attend a one-day workshop or
have regular visits to the clinic.

In both cases, the clinic aims to ensure that the entrepreneur develops new ideas, sees its own business through
an outsider point-of-view, ideally develops new products
or services and re-considers its product in relation to the
customer segment served.
In the long-run, business clinics might be located at Universities of Applied Sciences (UAS), as these tend to have
multiple fields of education and thus provide a natural
setting for the clinic to function. Business incubators might
provide the needed funding as they have their focus on
supporting local SME’s and enhancing educational organisations’ collaboration with local companies.

further information:

Novia University of Applied Sciences, Finland.
Mari Krappala, email: marikrappala@gmail.com
www.logomo.fi/en/home/

A feasibility study for a fashion production place to be located in the federal state of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania showed that fashion made in Germany and linkages to tourism

development might open up new opportunities for local production 		

In order to give new impetus to production at the local
level, the region analysed the feasibility of a production place in Mecklenburg-West Pomerania and thereby
focused on its main strengths: regional tourism and low
wage workforce. Based on this, two scenarios for the
establishment of a production facility in the region were
drawn.

In the first scenario, the manufacture based in Rostock,
Schwerin or Wismar produces samples for designers in
Berlin or Hamburg and specialises in tailoring, gradation
and pattern design.

The German fashion design sector counts approximately
10.000 fashion designers with several of them operating
in Berlin and Hamburg. Most of these designers have
conspicuous turn over, but are micro or small and lack
expertise in the field of tailoring, gradation and pattern
design. They claim the need of a reliable, fast and cost-efficient production facility nearby, where they can produce
their first model collections. The region of MecklenburgWest Pomerania could fill this gap, as training institutions
located in the area (Technical University in Wismar and
Design School in Schwerin) could provide well-educated
workforce for competitive prices.

•

Independently of the concrete realization of the model
manufacture in the region of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, the feasibility study serves as an example for other BSR
regions on how opportunities provided by local strengths
might pave the way for considering the resumption or
increase of production.

Further Information:

Municipality of Heringsdorf & Ministry of Economy,
Labour and Tourism Mecklenburg-West Pomerania,
Germany.
Andrej Subarew, email: as@subarew.com

Figure 9: Production places could be placed in tourist
destinations such as the island of Usedom.

In the second scenario, the manufacture based in Usedom,
which is one of Germany’s main tourist destinations, functions as an ‘open doors manufacture’ for the production
of regional merchandizing products. Skilled workforce
would be recruited from the nearby Poland as to balance
migration trends. However, the main challenge would be
seasonal demand of products, which could hardly cover
continuous maintenances costs.

Best practices of support programmes
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Baltic business cooperation events

Figure 10:Baltic Fashion business cooperation event in
Riga, Latvia.

Figure 11: Baltic Fashion business cooperation event in
Gdynia, Poland.

Fashion SMEs highly depend on a network of supporting services, as they generally cannot

cover the entire value chain. Baltic fashion business cooperation events make use of the

national strengths & differences among BSR countries and turn them into an advantage. •

Business cooperation events bring together various fashion SMEs with potential cooperation partners at one location. At bilateral meetings companies from all over the
BSR and covering the entre value chain (designers, textile
producers, distributors) explore concrete cooperation
opportunities.
In the course of the Baltic Fashion project the following
business cooperation events were organized:

Case 1: Business cooperation event
Vilnius (October 2011)

The event was organized back-to-back with the fashion
and textile fair “Baltic Textile + Leather” which yearly
gathers around 200 companies from more than 20 countries. The cooperation area “Fashion Trends” matched
Lithuanian textile producers with Baltic designers looking for fabric samples for their collections. In parallel, the
fashion-show “Young Designers Collections” promoted
fashion design made in Lithuania.

Case 2: Business cooperation event
Riga (October 2012)

The event primarily addressed Baltic fashion companies
searching for state-of-the-art production places in Latvia.
The event was organized in the framework of company
visits to Latvian manufacturers, renown for the use of
innovative technologies and materials. Participating companies were also offered participation in the workshop
“Eco-Innovations and the production process”, which
provided an international platform to discuss opportunities rising from innovative technologies and trends, such
digital and sustainable fashion.
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© Elena Strahova

Vilnius, Lithunia • Riga, Latvia • Gdynia, Poland

Case 3: Business cooperation event
Gdynia (July 2013)
The event was primarily aimed at promotion of Polish
design. Bilateral talks were held in the framework of a
showroom, where fashion companies showcased their
collections and projects. As an additional offer, participating companies were invited to join panel discussions and workshops with national and international
experts in the field of design, production, innovations and
entrepreneurship.
Cooperation of Baltic Fashion partners was essential to
deliver this specific service. By making use of the Baltic
Fashion network, the organizing partner promoted the
event in all BSR countries: through their national networks, all Baltic Fashion partners addressed SMEs in their
countries and promoted participation in the event. Once
SMEs showed interest, the organizing partner arranged
concrete matchmaking encounters.

Triggering participation, especially from outside the
country is very difficult, as participation requires both
time and money, which are the biggest shortcomings of
small businesses in the fashion sector. However, business
cooperation events proved to be successful in the case: a)
national and regional support organizations help organizers with the identification of relevant companies and aid
first communication efforts, b) personal and targeted communication is favoured against standardized and general
mailings, c) cooperation events are combined with other

events, such as fashion trade fairs, study visits to fashion
production places or fashion shows and showrooms highlighting the unique selling points of the country or region,
d) parallel seminars and lectures with focus on specific
fashion related topics are organized.

Further Information:
www.balticfashion.eu

The support offer consists of the following services: a)
Identification and invitation of SMEs from the national or
local side, b) Elaboration of such SMEs’ profiles with indication of their concrete cooperation interests, c) Elaboration of an information sheet on unique selling points of
the region or country, d) Identification and invitation of
SMEs from other regions and countries and proposal on
concrete cooperation partners to find the perfect match, e)
Definition of personalized meeting schedules and arrangement of practicalities related to venue, travel and accommodation, f) On-the-spot support and guidance as well as
individualized follow-up.

Best practices of support programmes
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Baltic Fashion Avenue

Baltic Fashion Days

Vilnius, Lithuania

Usedom, Germany

The Fashion Avenue tackles the low image of the Lithuanian fashion sector and the lack

The event “Baltic Fashion Days” is held on the isle of Usedom and is docked to the Usedom

new business opportunities, potential of design made in Lithuania and latest innovations. •

of Usedom as a place for cultural exchange. 					

of fashion entrepreneurship. The main aim is to inspire especially youngsters to start-up

and develop a fashion business by presenting and discussing the sector’s main potentials:

The fashion sector in Lithuania has an increasingly low
image. The number of youngsters starting an apprenticeship in the sector, especially when it comes to technical aspects, is very low. Fashion entrepreneurship is
slowly disappearing and expertise gained in decades of
traditional textile and apparel production is lost. The few
youngsters that are interested or have started a career
in the sector often lack necessary business skills as well
as contacts.
The support event ‘Baltic Fashion Avenue’ aims to tackle
these problems and increase interest in the sector and
promote fashion entrepreneurship. The support is especially developed for youngsters and its main strength is
the right balance between information, interaction and
entertainment.
Baltic Fashion Avenue combines three parallel offers at
the time:

Discussions on business topics with well-established
fashion companies and business development institutions,
where experts talk from personal experience, followed by
question-answer discussions. Main topics might be business start-up or opportunities offered by new business
trends such as online or digital marketing.
Presentation of young designers collections as to show
attractiveness and glamour of Lithuanian fashion design.
Shows and entertainment are very effective in promoting
a positive image of Lithuanian fashion industry. When
piloted, designers from fashion colleges presented their
collections with great success.
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Figure 12:Baltic Fashion Avenue event in Vilnius.

Stands by universities and training institutions that provide examples of latest innovations developed in the sector. At the first piloting of the event, innovative textiles,
such as green, non-flammable, recycled and functional
textiles were presented. Participants could experience
that textile and clothing apparel industry is not out-dated,
but has high innovation potential.
As a result of the event, youngsters gain confidence in
opportunities offered by the sector in the country. Young
fashion businesses are better informed about business
development and dispose of relevant contacts.

Baltic Fashion Award. It brings together designers from the region in one place to share

not only a competition but also a learning experience. In addition, it promotes the location

In The Usedom Baltic Fashion Award is an international
design contest established more than 10 years ago by the
Ministry of Economy of Mecklenburg-West Pomerania
together with the seaside resorts of Usedom. On one
side it provides a platform for young innovative fashion
designers from all Baltic Sea States to gain international
recognition, on the other side it is a well-known happening in and outside the region and thus leverage to tourism
development.

In order to further develop the yearly Award, the seaside
resorts have piloted the Baltic Fashion Days. While the
Award promotes first collections of young designers and
opens doors to national and international recognition,
the Baltic Fashion Days are an add-on to the award and
provide it with discussion fora and learning opportunities.
Speakers at the event include jury members of the Usedom
Baltic Fashion Award as well as regional experts. The event
addresses the needs of fashion designers that have in the
past participated in the Usedom Baltic Fashion Award.

•

In addition, the idea is to further promote the location of
Usedom, as a place for cultural exchange.

When piloted for the first time in May 2013, the Baltic
Fashion Days focused on the topics of fashion business
development (how to create a fashion label), fashion education and training (lifelong learning in the fashion and
textile industry) as well as fashion innovation (digital
technologies and new pattern design).

Further Information:

Municipality of Heringsdorf
Nicole Acksteiner, email: nicole.de@balticfashion.eu

Figure 13 & 14:Impressions from the Baltic Fashion Days in May 2013.

Further Information:

Lithuanian Apparel and Textile Industry Association
Linas Lasiauskas, email: linas@latia.lt
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New business trainings
and methods
• Barbie training –  creative brainstorming to assess the business idea
• Service design – how to embrace the costumer perspective
• Eight steps from art to business – benefits of interdisciplinary
cooperation
• Game methodology – problem solving for fashion businesses
• Entrepreneurship as a life strategy
• To grow internationally – how to learn from 13 leading
Swedish fashion SMEs
• B2B speed dating – to get advise and extend networks

Baltic Fashion partners conducted a survey with fashion companies in the Baltic
Sea Region with the aim to inquire their most relevant needs in the field of
business training. In parallel, partners collected existing good practice examples.
As a result, new business-training programmes were developed.

This chapter provides an overview of the new trainings, which all tackle most

urgent needs in the field of doing business and shall improve the current offer
provided by support institutions.

New business trainings and methods
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Barbie tranining
creative brainstorming to assess the business idea
the need behind
Fashion designers generally apply the “market push”
strategy, which means that after designing the product,
they look for suited costumers. They do not apply the more
promising “market pull” strategy, which means that a gap
in the market is identified and then filled. To avoid this,
before starting a business, designers should develop and
assess their business idea.

The benefit achieved

The training helps entrepreneurs to reflect on the initial
business idea before addressing business centres for more
detailed support. To this aim entrepreneurs learn how
to think through situations and processes. In addition,
by using the service design approach, participants get to
understand the client and its specific expectations.

How does it work?

Step 1: Dressing-up. Participants are asked to chose and
dress a Barbie-doll. Roles are defined: EntrepreneurBarbie, Persona-Barbie (client), Shark-Barbies (investors)
and other Barbies.

Step 3: Reflection. The team jointly reflects on the Barbietalk & decides on the most promising business idea. The
Entrepreneur-Barbie sits on a comfortable chair, is as
relaxed as possible, answers the questions of the other
Barbies. An ambiance of trust and safety for productive
brainstorming is created: words “yes but” are not used;
“yes and” is used instead; the word “no” is forbidden; each
participant knows that in the Barbie world everything is
possible. Post-its are used to take notes.
Step 4: The client. The Persona-Barbie enters the scene
and is walked step by step through the service process.
Each step (service moment) is written on a post-it to
visualize the process.

Step 5 – Feasibility check. A team of Shark-Babies enters
the scene. The entrepreneur-Barbie tries to sell the business idea, but the team acts like Devil’s Advocate and tries
to undermine the business concept.
Step 6 – Closing up. The team reflects on the above process. What did the participants learn?

The techniques
Barbie dolls are used as brainstorming tools. Instead of
traditional brainstorming, Barbie allows for physicalization and thus takes brainstorming one level further to
”Barbie-body-storming”.*

Playing with Barbies combines role-play and drama
methods to reveal feelings, doubts and possible dilemmas.
Barbie has been an important part of the toy fashion doll
market for over fifty years, and has been the subject of
numerous controversies and lawsuits, often involving parody of the doll and her lifestyle. Everyone has memories
about Barbie starting from early childhood. This makes
the doll suited for role-play and drama.

Persona is a method often used in service design. It is a
fictive client, a representative of the market segment the
entrepreneurs targets at. A complete profile should be
created for the persona: name, profession, family, hobbies, age etc. Associations to animals are often used to
inspire the team to think about the characteristics of the
persona e.g. lion, swan or dog. Wikipedia is a good source
for descriptions. The design product is considered as a
service and the persona is the beneficiary of such service.
*

Step 2: Barbie-talk. The Entrepreneur-Barbie talks about
her dreams and business ideas. Barbie uses the 3rd person.
Talk can be entirely out of the planet. Post-its are used to
take notes.

Basic info
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interesting for: organizations providing
start-up support,
Target group: anyone interested in starting a
fashion business,
Length: min. 1 full day,
Ideally: 3 days 4h per day,
Participants: min. 4,
Material: Barbies with clothes and accessories, post-its, video recording (if possible),
Further information: Novia University of
Applied Sciences, Finland, Mari Krappala,
email: marikrappala@gmail.com
•

There are several examples of successful companies using playful
brainstorming tools, e.g. Lego has designed a specific set for brainstorming
(www.seriousplay.com).
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© Mari Krappala, Novia University of
Applied Sciences

© Mari Krappala, Novia University of
Applied Sciences

Figure 15 & 16:In a Barbie world, everything is possible.
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Service design

Eight steps from art to business

how to embrace the costumer perspective

the benefits of interdisciplinary cooperation

the need behind
During the last three decades, economic conditions have
changed fundamentally in western industrial nations:
manufacturing society is progressively changing into an
information- and service-based economy. In the future,
fashion and other businesses will need to further look into
the service provided and explore related customer needs.

The benefit achieved

Service design addresses the functionality of services from
the perspective of clients. It aims to ensure that service
interfaces are useful, usable, and desirable from the client’s point of view and effective, efficient, and distinctive
from the supplier’s point of view. Service design involves
customers in the design process (participatory design)
and designs with them (co-creation). When applied to
products, service design helps businesses to identify and
address the right customer segment.

the need behind
Basic info
•
•
•
•
•

Interesting for: organizations providing business support,
Target group: SMEs that have a business,
Length: one day,
Material: post-its,
Further information: Novia University of Applied Sciences, Finland, Mari Krappala, email:
marikrappala@gmail.com,
www2.jamk.fi/~flash/palvelumuotoilu/en/
Main.html
     •

Figure 17:The “Tree of Emotions” can break the ice.

The course is composed of the following steps:

Step four - Understanding the process. The Blueprint
is a detailed and visualized description of the service. It
considers the perspective of the user, the service provider
and other relevant parties that may be involved and it
considers the entire design process, from the points of
customer contact to behind-the-scenes. Generally, it helps
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In an intensive 8-day training, fashion designers get insight
into all major fashion-business related issues and ultimately get more confidence in starting a business. The
following makes this training special:
The combination of theory and practice ensures that longterm and effective learning is achieved.

The young companies do not just learn and exercise, but
face a concrete market, selling and networking situation.

Step one: Introduction to Service design

Step three - Getting to know the client. “Persona” is a
fictive client, a representative of the customer segment
the service targets at. It has an identity (name, family,
profession, nature, etc) as well as dreams and desires.

The benefit achieved

The cooperation in transdisciplinary teams coming from
both technical and creative disciplines (design and business, but also architecture, engineering or social sciences)
provides knowledge and ideas to tackle problems from
multiple perspectives.

How does it work?

Step two - Breaking the ice. The “Tree of Emotions” is a
useful tool to break the ice at the beginning of the workshop: it helps team members to get to know each other and
produces relevant information on emotions, feelings, values and views of both the client and the service provider.

How does it work?

Research and experience has shown that graduating students in fashion design have extensive professional knowledge, but lack knowledge on how to do business. Fashion
designers very easily loose confidence in their business
concept and are not aware of the potential offered by
cooperation with other professionals.

Students from arts, fashion and business undergo a training structured in several learning modules (see table
below). The exact content of modules might change and
depend on the business needs in the region or the type
of expertise available. In parallel to theoretical learning,
students group up in teams to constitute small fashion
design businesses. Each team is led by a fashion designer
and has the task to solve practical problems linked to the
given modules, from business start-up and team development to product marketing in a store. At the end, all teams
present and sell their products to real purchasers, retailers
and producers. In this occasion they also get the chance
to network and talk about future cooperation.

Basic info
•
•
•

Target group: students form fashion, arts and
business, SMEs in general,
Length: 8 days,
Further information: Business Support and
Credit Management Foundation, Estonia,
Helen Piir, email: helen@inkubaator.ee
•

Table 1:Overview of training modules.

the entrepreneur to identify the problems and discover
the hidden potentials of its business.

Step five - Wrapping it up. The blueprint is discussed:
what are the problems? Is there room for improvement?
Could new ideas for income generation be discovered?
Maybe even new business ideas? What did the persona
tell the service provider? How could the service provider
include the customer in the design process? Is there a
need to explore further user-centred methods in fashion
design?

Day

Module

Topics

Day 2

Product / Service

Finances, production, sourcing, stock

Marketing

Commercial photos, making presentations

Day 1

Day 3

Day 4
Day 5

Introduction
Branding

Creating teams

Creating a brand

Sales

Prining, saling techniques

Day 7

Intellectual property

How to protect your IP?

Day 9

Purchasing day

With real purchasing agents, top designers an other guests to present
collections, sell products and design

Day 6
Day 8

Networking

Presenting products

Networking, contacts, communicating

BrandingHow to present your product in a store
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Game methodology

2. How to communicate green fashion thinking to
consumers?
3. How to best promote a fashion brand?

problem solving for fashion businesses

Each time, respective solutions were identified and assed
from the perspective of relevant fashion stakeholders:
1. Create an Internet partnering portal,
2. Establish a platform for processing, recycling, redesigning of old clothes,
3. Create a story about the company, defining the USP
and using virtual means.

The “Game methodology” is a discussion method for problem solving specifically developed
for the fashion industry. It helps defining a problem, gathering solutions, and assessing the

most promising one. To this aim, it makes use of a combination of creative thinking techniques such as brainstorming , role-playing and parallel thinking , which all contribute
1

2

to identifying innovative solutions. 				

the need behind * ** ***
The method tackles one of the most urgent problems of
fashion companies, namely the lack of cooperation among
various fashion stakeholders and the missing awareness
of such cooperation need.

3

		

Figure 18:Parallel thinking technique.
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The benefit achieved

The method makes use of role-playing, which invites
participants to assume the perspective of other fashion
stakeholders relevant for problem solving. New and unexpected solutions are thereby developed.

How does it work?

The Game methodology is implemented in three steps.

Step one: The problem is presented to the participants
(initial statement). The participants further define the
problem, by help of definitions, discussion on aims and
obstacles (focused formulation).
Step two: The participants brainstorm on ideas for the
solution of the problem and a long list of ideas is produced
(generation of ideas), ideas in the long list are substituted,
combined, adapted, modified, put to other use, eliminated, rearranged and a short list is produced (treatment
of ideas), the short list is assessed according to jointly
*

Role-playing helps explore how other people are likely to respond to different approaches, get a feel for approaches that are likely to work, and
for those that might be counter-productive
** Brainstorming generates a large number of solutions to a problem (idea)
with a focus on the quantity of ideas. During this process no ideas are
evaluated, unusual ideas are welcomed.
*** Parallel thinking splits the focus in specific directions. Participants put
forward as many statements as possible in several parallel tracks. All
participants can contribute, in parallel, with knowledge, facts and feelings
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Based on the analysis of constraints and opportunities of
each solution, participants gain the needed knowledge
to decide on implementation – which would follow right
after the Game methodology is applied.

Basic info
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interesting for: any organization supporting
fashion companies with experience (no startups),
Target group: fashion companies with experience,
Length: 3 hours,
Participants: 9–20,
Material: Power Point guidance or Table
Game,
Note: Moderation is essential,
Further information: Art Academy of Latvia,
Māra Ādiņa, email: mara.adina@lma.lv             •

Figure 19 & 20:Impressions from a game methodology workshop.
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defined criteria (assessment of ideas). As a result of this
process the best idea is selected for further evaluation.
Step three: Participants assess the selected idea from
different perspectives: designers, producers, researchers,
customers, financiers, marketing specialists, managers,
engineers and IT specialists. Such assessment is based on
four criteria: available information, positive aspects, negative aspects and development opportunities (assessment
of idea with parallel thinking technique).

Moderation is central in the above-described process, as
it is necessary to guide the creative thinking process. The
methodology can be implemented either through a skilled
moderator or by means of a table game, which provides
instructions on rules, process and evaluation and guides
participants through the various steps.
The method was tested three times, each time facing a new
problem of high relevance for fashion industry:
1. How to realize cooperation between designers and
producers in product development?

New business trainings and methods
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Entrepreneurship as life strategy

To grow internationally

support to female entrepreneurs

how to learn from 13 leading Swedish fashion SMEs

Companies are provided with a new view to entrepreneurship: entrepreneurship as a life

strategy. Fashion companies answer questions like: what are reservations, blockades and

fears that influence both professional and private life? And: what could be done to over-

come these reservations and fears? Answers are analysed in groups in a process of both
self-reflection and feedback by others.

the need behind
Design is a creative process, while building-up a business,
managing a production process or marketing a product are
rational ones. As fashion designers are mostly trained on
developing their creativity, they encounter major obstacles
when using the rational part of their brain.
The training helps fashion companies to recognize theses
obstacles, which do not only hinder the successful development of their business but also of their personality.

The benefit achieved

The training helps fashion companies to identify reservations, blockades and fears that influence both professional
and private life. Especially female start-ups may benefit
from this training, as it promotes balance between business and private life and encourages independency and
development of self-esteem.

How does it work?

The training is easily explained by an example:

Entrepreneurship means acceptance of responsibility.
However, how do participants approach responsibilities?
In a process of self-reflection and perception by others,
participants analyse their attitude towards responsibility
and identify responsibilities they can easily handle and
those they tend to delegate. The group discusses possible
reasons and based on an example, formulates recommendations to overcome barriers.
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      •

The training is structured in the following parts:

In the first part, participants are introduced to the basics
of entrepreneurship, from the point of view of psychology,
sociology and business.
In the second part, participants work through specific
questionnaires to assess strengths and weaknesses. They
identify their skills through self-reflection and the perception of others. Future career paths are questioned.
In the third part, future entrepreneurial perspectives are
run through: by means of Design Thinking a product is
developed. Taking account of reservations and fears, a
business and marketing strategy is developed and related
costs are roughly estimated.

Basic info
•
•
•
•
•

Interesting for: organizations supporting
fashion start-ups,
Target group: female start-ups, who either
want to start or already have a business,
Length: 1-day, from 9:30 to 18:00,
Participants: max. 39,
Further information: Municipality of Heringsdorf, Germany, Nicole Acksteiner, email:
nicole.de@balticfashion.eu,
www.F3-Marketing.de       
        •

Many of the successful Swedish fashion design companies started to export very soon after
their foundation. But they also made mistakes and realized that it is not an easy journey.

These mistakes and also their advice to others can be red about in a study by The Swedish
School of Textiles based on interviews with thirteen of the leading Swedish Fashion
brands.					 				

the need behind
The vision for Swedish fashion brands is to continue growing internationally. Economic recession will force fashion
brands to look at new regions and markets, even beyond
traditional fashion markets.

How does it work?

The business training is based on a study about thirteen
leading Swedish Fashion brands, which were interviewed
to investigate the secrets of international success (available at http://www.hb.se/ths). The study shows that the
brands focus on traditional fashion markets, e.g. to which
cities rather than to which country they want to export.
Also, expansion in one country now takes place within
one city rather than expanding to other cities in that
country because the brands want to focus and achieve a
stronger position.

Basic info
•
•
•
•
•

Interesting for: any organization supporting
fashion companies, not only Swedish,
Target group: fashion companies that want to
grow internationally,
Length: 1-day,
Participants: no limit,
Further information: The Swedish School
of Textiles, University of Boras, Sweden, Lisbeth Svengren Holm, email: Lisbeth.Svengren_
Holm@hb.se, the study can be downloaded at
www.hb.se/ths 			
•

•

One of the interviewed companies is managed by Astrid
Olsson, fashion designer, educated at The Swedish School
of Textiles, now co-founder of and head of design at Fifth
Avenue Shoe Repair, one of the successful Swedish fashion
companies that started to export soon after its foundation
in 2005. In 2010 the company had approximately a turnover
of 30 mill SEK and half of it from export.

Based on the study, The Swedish School of Textiles,
together with the Fashion Incubator in Borås, arranged
a training for fashion SMEs and fashion management and
design students. The training gave an overview of different
strategies for expanding internationally and shared the
experience of the 13 successful Swedish fashion companies.

The benefit achieved

Fashion companies learn from the experience of other
fashion companies. In addition, good examples act as a
motivator as they show that success on the international
market is possible.
Figure 21:Swedish fashion designer Astrid Olsson.
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B2B speed dating
to get advise and extend networks
Speed-Dating with experts from various professional fields allows companies to get direct

advice by several experts in one place. Each entrepreneur gets up to four 15 minutes meetings with selected experts and an additional “blind date”. An inspirational seminar and time
for networking round the event up.				

the need behind
Expert knowledge is hardly available. Generally, companies or professionals do not give advice to other companies and consultancies are expensive.

How does it work?

Ringliiklus – roughly translated as “Roundabout” - is a
business speed-dating format that allows entrepreneurs to
meet with experts from various professional fields and ask
for advice, share experiences as well as get useful contacts
with people they would not otherwise meet. Experts are
recruited from the fields of Investment/Finance, Marketing/Branding, Export, Creative Industries/Design,
Management/Entrepreneurship and Start-up. However,
in case the participating companies have other / additional information needs, than experts should be selected
accordingly. Experts agree to volunteer their time and
knowledge for free.
Participants (i.e. the budding entrepreneur) receive a
list of experts in advance and upon registration need to
choose four experts they would like to meet. Each meeting
takes 15 minutes.

Additionally, a ‘blind date’ is organized. The participants
only get the name of their blind date on the day. Blind
dates are required for two reasons. Firstly, it brings an
element of serendipity into the format and enhances the
notion of networking. Secondly, from an organisational
point of view, blind date slots act as a buffer, should there
have been an expert who - for one reason or another - was
less demanded by the participants.
To make everything run smoothly, the experts are allocated in rooms and entrepreneurs move between the
rooms according to the schedule they are given.
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•

The moderator for the day facilitates different discussions
in the hub and the topics are organised in a way that
anyone can join in the discussion at any given moment.
The meetings are preceded by an inspirational seminar, it
sets the mood and gets attendees talking and networking
during the day.

The benefit achieved

The training allows fashion companies to get personal
advice by a number of experts. This advice is provided in
one place and in a limited timeframe. Also, advise meets
the specific needs of the companies, as each expert takes
time to talk with the company individually and gives direct
feedback on a product or service. In addition, companies
get in contact with other entrepreneurs, investors, clients
and business advisers and thus have occasion to exchange
and set up cooperation and more generally, widen their
personal and professional network.

Basic info
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interesting for: any organization supporting
fashion companies,
Target group: entrepreneurs from the fashion sector,
Length: 3 hours for meetings plus time for
networking,
Participants: no limitation,
Material: folders with lists and profiles of experts, times and places, pens and paper,
Further information: ESA Business Incubators, Helen Piir, email: helen@inkubaator.ee •

New business trainings and methods
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Innovative approaches
to foster Baltic Fashion
Sustainability:
•

Workshop - Zero Waste Fashion

•

Study – New business thinking for sustainable fashion

•

Study – Trash to Trend: fashion recycling

•

Workshop – Trash to Trend: textiles for public spaces

New niches and traditions:
•

Workshop – Fashion empowerment and liberation

•

Workshop – Freest fisher carpets

•

Workshop – To make clothes that matter  

New materials and technologies:
•

Study – Smart textiles

•

Study – Technical textiles

•

Workshop – Digital technologies

Baltic Fashion partners analysed fashion innovations and their applications.

They focused on the topics of sustainability, new niches as well as materials and
technologies. For the purpose of this analysis, they have either elaborated a study
or realized workshops. All analyses base on BSR-wide exchange.

This chapter provides an overview of Baltic fashion innovations, with a focus

on their use for fashion companies. Further documentation and related training
materials are available via the Baltic Fashion Information Portal.

Innovative approaches to foster Baltic Fashion

© The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås, photographer Clemence Thornquist.
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Workshop – Zero Waste Fashion

Study – New business thinking for sustainable fashion

A sustainable design practice

Sustainable consumption through consumer satisfaction

What is it about?
Zero Waste Pattern Cutting (ZWPC) is a method of pattern making that aims to eliminate the production of
waste from the production of clothing: the piece of fabric
needed for one or more garments is used in a way as to
literally leave zero fabric waste. In addition, the method
influences the design process and leads to exciting new
detail, line and form.
The idea of ZWPC is not new, however today “zero waste”,
suggests a particular focus on not creating waste, whereas
before, the main concern was to fully utilise costly fabrics.
The design researchers who brought this approach to
light again, and started refining it, are Timo Rissanen and
Holly McQuillan.

The Analysis

There are several ways to approach the aim of zero fabric
waste. The zero waste pattern-making process can begin
with guidelines such as the type of garment, the width of
the fabric and a fixed area, e.g. a certain shape of a sleeve.
Keeping such fixed areas to a minimum leaves more space
for spontaneous design decisions. A key to understanding
the consequences of cutting the fabric is to see that a cut
will create not just the one intended piece but also another
piece alongside it.

In ZWPC the processes of pattern making and fashion
design are integrated, instead of being separate, with pattern making typically following a predetermined design.
Figure 22:ZWPC workshop at Aalto University in Helsinki,
Finland, in August 2012.

The simultaneous processes of pattern making and fashion
design enable the complete usage of the fabric: design
decisions can be made during this evolving process of
pattern making, guided by the aim of zero fabric waste.
This method of designing has a tendency to lead to unforeseen results.
Zero Waste Pattern Cutting techniques are:
1. Planned Chaos: Using garment-blocks as fixed
guidelines
2. Geo Cut: Using geometrical shapes such as squares,
triangles and circles
3. Cut and Drape: Combination of random, fluid cutting
and draping

A workshop on ZWPC was organized by Aalto University
and took place in Helsinki in August 2012. The objective
was to investigate practical applications of ZWPC. Designers and organizations from the Baltic Fashion Network
produced pieces of garment following the guidance of the
Zero Waste fashion expert Holly McQuillan.

What is the use for SMEs?

Elimination of waste: “Cut and sew” refers to the most
common present-day method of fashion production: cutting the garment pieces from fabric according to patterns
and sewing them together into a garment. The estimated
percentage of waste generated in this process varies
between 10–20 % depending on the garment style. ZWPC
is a method of minimizing fabric waste from garment production and thus using fabric in a more sustainable way.

Disclosure of new detail, line and form: As the design
process is guided by the aim of zero fabric waste, the
ZWPC practice needs to embrace a degree of uncertainty.
This uncertainty leads, at least partially, to unforeseen
and exciting results.

Further Information:
•
•
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ZWPC workshop blog:
http://zwpcworkshop.wordpress.com/
Aalto University, School of Arts, Design and
Architecture, Finland; Kirsi Niinimäki,
email: kirsi.niinimaki@aalto.fi

What is it about?
New radical business thinking is needed to create change
in the current fashion business models. The economic
and industrial systems of the fashion industry are currently based on extremely fast cycles of production and
planned obsolescence of the products. Thus we must find
new radical ways to create a win-win situation for both
consumers and manufacturers. We need more knowledge
about consumers and the consumption side to create a
sustainable transformation process inside the fashion
industry and business.

The analysis

New green business approaches are possible, but require
radical business thinking , focus on the consumer side and
use phase and, most of all, consumer satisfaction issues.
By taking consumer-based eco-efficiency into account,
it is possible to open up green opportunities for fashion
business that aims for sustainable consumption patterns.
Hence consumer-based eco-efficiency thinking in business
can transform the fashion systems towards redirective
practices that aim for deeper consumer satisfaction and
sustainable consumption patterns.

increasing, the green business thinking offers new business opportunities for fashion industry. While it is hard
to get profit with local production, high quality and
durable products, it is worthwhile to challenge the current business models in fashion and rethink the value
proposals from the consumers’ side as well as from the
environmental perspective. In this context it is possible to create sustainable value proposals and create
new business thinking based on PSS (product service
systems) and consumer-based eco-efficiency.

Further Information:
•

•

Niinimäki, K. (2015) Alternative Business Thinking
for Consumer Based Eco-efficiency. Submitted for
Journal of Corporate Citizenship (JCC). Special issue
on Green Business Models in Textiles and Fashion.
In review.
Aalto University, School of Arts, Design and
Architecture, Finland; Kirsi Niinimäki,
email: kirsi.niinimaki@aalto.fi

Consumer-based eco-efficiency focuses not only on the
environmental impact of the use phase but also on product
quality and product satisfaction issues. Through the satisfaction approach, value can be created for the consumer,
the company and even the environment. Satisfied customers use products longer and this is an opportunity to
decrease the amount of purchased clothing and slow down
the consumption of clothing. This is a value opportunity
from the environmental viewpoint. Satisfied consumers
are loyal customers and they repeat their purchase behaviour and continue buying brands that can provide them
with product satisfaction on many levels.

What is the use for SMEs?

New values – new business opportunities: While the
global fashion business is tightening and simultaneously Western consumers’ environmental interest is
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Study – Trash to Trend: fashion recycling

Workshop – Trash to Trend: textiles for public Space

Bringing textile leftovers back into the production cycle

Bringing textile leftovers into the public space

What is it about?

What is it about?

The platform www.trashtotrend.com aims to share design
globally and find leftover textile materials locally. It provides a way to extend the life of textile leftovers by bringing them back into the production cycle. The result is
upcycled garments with minimal environmental impact
and a transparent production cycle that still allows for
serial production.

The analysis

Over the past two decades, the rhythm of fashion has
accelerated towards what is known as “fast fashion”. This
is a concept dominated by consumption, fast changing
trends, and low quality, leading consumers to buy more
clothes because they are affordable but discard these after
only one season (Fletcher 2008). Due to this, fast fashion
contributes significant volumes to an ever-growing level
of waste generated by the broader fashion industry.
Figure 23:The upcycling concept described by Reet Aus.

Up until now, there has been no clear overview of the
producers of textile waste or of the sources and volume
of waste produced in Estonia. Certain information is
available in the waste registry kept by the Estonian Environmental Information Centre that collects data from
companies’ waste management reports. However, the
official waste management reports are incomplete because
most textile and clothing waste is categorised as mixed
municipal waste. Thus, the existing waste statistics do not
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give designers enough information. A similar situation is
observed in many other countries.

The objective of the textile analysis Trash to Trend was to
get an overview of the main waste producers and amounts
of textile waste to be found in Estonia and to create connections between different textile waste-producing manufacturers and fashion designers in order to develop a network of potential cooperation and product development.
The results of the study on textile waste are grouped
together in a database available at www.reuse.ee, which
is part of the upcycling model proposed via the Trash to
Trend web platform www.trashtotrend.com. The focus of
the database is to give an overview of the volume, flow,
and types of textile waste found in Estonia.

What is the use for SMEs?

Sustainable input material: The platform www.trashtotrend.com supports fashion companies with usage of
waste textiles as input material for fashion design. Making
new clothing out of pre-existing material is usually more
environmentally sustainable than recycling, disposing of,
or using new materials.
Cooperation between designers, manufacturers and
retailers: The platform helps to bring together fashion
designers, manufacturers and retailers to find versatile
but realistic solutions to create a cooperative network.
Manufacturers can indicate the amount and type of discarded textile waste they have on the web, and designers
can join the database and easily find this information at
the touch of a button.

Textiles for Public Spaces or “how to dress the public
space” represents a way of increasing attractiveness of
public buildings, courtyards, children’s playgrounds or
other spaces by using textile leftovers.

The analysis

A public space is a social space open and accessible to
all, regardless of gender, race, ethnicity, age or socioeconomic level. While the home represents a private space
for individuals and families, the public space is shared by
everyone and needs to accommodate a multitude of needs.

Objects in public spaces, such as buildings, streets, signs,
lampposts, benches, flowers are designed professionally
to enable interaction and organize public life. Various disciplines such as architecture, design and urban planning
are involved in the creation of public spaces and their task
is to find solutions that match people’s expectations about
public spaces and the objects found there.

Textile for public spaces introduces textile as a material in the public space. By using different design methods and textile materials, companies explored how an
extended use of textile materials could improve functional
as well aesthetic values in a public space. The analysis was
realized by means of a practical example: the Estonian
Museum of Applied Art and Design, and especially its
courtyard and sitting area, were dressed with textiles.

Companies active in the field of textile design and architecture investigated how the courtyard could be best
“dressed-up” and elaborated three concepts. Then companies experimented with different materials and technologies and visited several textile companies. At the
end, they decided to use textile leftovers from production
companies, for example from the Estonian car industry.
A public discussion accompanied the development and
realization process and allowed users of the space to
contribute ideas. The entire process was documented via a
video and the new and dressed-up courtyard was opened
to visitors during the Tallinn Old Town Days in June 2012.

What is the use for SMEs?

Contribution to social wellbeing and environmental
sustainability: There are several public places, which
could benefit from the Trash to Trend approach. Especially public authorities might be interested in renewing spaces and making them more attractive to their
citizens and tourists. Dressing-up the public space is a
way of using textile leftovers and promoting sustainable
design.

Further Information:
•
•

Video: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KuIuPQgcASc
Estonian Academy of Arts, Mariliis Soobard, email:
mariliis.soobard@artun.ee

Figure 24 & 25:Textile leftovers for the courtyard of the Estonian Museum of Art and Design in Tallinn.

Further Information:
•
•
•

Trash to trend platform:
www.trashtotrend.com
Get Involved – webpage:
http://reuse.ee/trashtotrend/?page_id=9
Estonian Academy of Arts, Estonia, Mariliis Soobard,
email: mariliis.soobard@artun.ee
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Workshop – Fashion empowerment and liberation

Workshop – Freest fisher carpets

Fashion meets the needs of the “real world”

Innovative fashion from traditional patterns

What is it about?

Figure 26:Patterns of local Pomeranian Freest fisher carpets.

Mainstream fashion market does not cater the needs for
the society as a whole and many “real world” clothing
problems remain unsolved. For instance, elderly people
and disabled struggle constantly to find clothes that would
not only be functional and practical, but also beautiful and
empowering. In the Baltic Fashion project a workshop was
organized with designers from Tallinn and Turku to investigate how to design and realize fashion that “empowers”.

The analysis

Fashion Empowerment is based on the concept of social
design. In social design, design is seen as a methodology
of creative problem solving where the attributes of the
design process are employed to facilitate social needs.
Social design is inclusive, catering the needs of all humanity, not only for the desires and excessive consumption
of the affluent minority, as has been the case of marketoriented design. Fashion Empowerment opens a usercentred and co-creative perspective to fashion design
and emphasizes design as a creative problem solving
methodology that can be applied to solve multiple social
problems.

Fashion Empowerment was analysed by means of a workshop with fashion designers. Designers were encouraged
to expand their notion of clothing design and adopt a
more inclusive and socially meaningful approach to their
practice. They were asked to apply user-centred methods,
such as co-design, and design a collection for a group of
their choice that they consider as marginalized in the
mainstream fashion market.
As part of the workshop, designers did research on the
needs of their target group and worked with their clients, involving them in the design process with co-design
methods.
As a result several fashion items could be realized for different target groups: women and men with physical disabilities, wheelchair users, women going through maternity, visually challenged people and homeless people.
For example fashion items created for visually impaired
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people were made from materials pleasant to touch and
with braille writing on them. Items for persons with
reduced mobility were made from warm and breathable
materials that have no thick seams and are easy to put on.
The many examples produced at the workshop were later
presented at exhibitions in Tallinn and Turku.

As part of the analysis on Fashion Empowerment, the platform www.rogueworld was created with the aim to promote Fashion Liberation. While the workshop on Fashion
Empowerment made it clear that fashion can “empower”,
the Fashion Liberation Platform invites designers from all
over the Baltic Sea Region to explore fashion as a socially
meaningful design practice. It encourages looking beyond
the media manipulated manifestations of fashion industry and going into the real meaning that clothes have in
people’s lives.

What is the use for SMEs?

Potentials of working outside the mainstream fashion market: Considering that the present mainstream
fashion market caters the needs of young, healthy and
skinny young people, there has to be a huge market for
more inclusive design! The elderly, disabled or one way
or another different consumers of fashion are waiting to
get not only functional but also stylish garments at the
mainstream fashion market, not only via special shops.
Obviously, there is a huge market potential for creative
clothing solutions that meet the criteria of sustainable
development and social design as well as design-for-all.

Further Information:
•
•
•

Blog: www.fashion-empowerment.blogspot.com
Video: http://www.balticfashion.eu/DE/3/innovation/57/topics/1/2/fashion_empowerment.html
Novia University of Applied Sciences, Finland, Mari
Krappala, email: marikrappala@gmail.com

What is it about?
Traditional patterns and modern crafts can be used to
develop innovative fashion. This was the result of a handson workshop organized by the municipality of Heringsdorf
in collaboration with the University of Technology, Business and Design in Wismar.

The workshop analysed the Freest Fisher Carpets as a
source of inspiration for developing new textile patterns.
The Freest Fisher Carpets are handcrafted, ornamental,
wool-made carpets from the German region of Pomerania.
In the early 19th century fishermen specialized in carpet
knotting due to lack of work in the fishing sector and
thanks to their ability of knotting fishing nets. The fisher
carpets are a tradition in the entire BSR and are here
renown as “rye”. They are today considered part of the
region’s cultural heritage.

The analysis

The workshop addressed designers from the field of clothing, textile, product, jewellery, and graphic design. In a first
step, designers learned about Freest Fisher Carpets at a
local exhibition and about modern textile technologies
for printing, knitting and embroidery at a local production company. In a second step, designers were asked to
propose new textile designs taking inspiration from the
symbols, signs, and colours of the Freest Fisher Carpets.
They drew, developed prototypes and realized preliminary
concepts. They also considered how these patterns could

later be realized on the textiles via either knitting, weaving
or printing techniques.
The workshop was held in April 2013 at the University of
Technology, Business and Design in Wismar. The results
of the workshop were showcased in Germany, Latvia and
Finland throughout the year 2013.

What is the use for SMEs?

Generation of ideas: the analysis shows that generation of innovative ideas is highly stimulated by work
with local traditions as well as exchange of designers
from different fields, such as clothing, textile, product,
jewellery to graphic design.

Telling a story: The analysis shows that traditions
“tell a story” and thus increase the product’s emotional
value to costumers. Traditions attract local costumers
because they generate sense of identity and regional
rootedness; traditions attract costumers from outside
the region because they stand for a distinctive local
context.

Further Information:
•

Municipality of Heringsdorf, Germany,
Andrej Subarew, email: as@subarew.com
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Workshop – To make clothes that matter

Study – Smart textiles

From tradition to new design aesthetics

Textiles that interact

What is it about?

What is it about?

There is an overload of clothes on the market and in the
wardrobes at home. Why do we constantly design and
produce clothes, which look similar to what we already
have? Many years of fast consumption of fashion and clothing challenge us to search for new solutions.
The workshop “To make clothes that matter” focused on
design aesthetics and communication of values through
garments. By looking at the values of clothes, starting
from different traditions within clothing, the workshop
investigated how we can make clothes that matter.

The analysis

Representatives from industry and academy with experience in various areas of fashion and clothing investigated
ways to design clothes that matter. The following areas
were chosen for discussion and practical work: folk costumes, functional clothing with integrated electronics,
tailoring, sami culture, new cultures and mass market
expressions, new and traditional techniques and methods,
i.e. weaving, embroidery, accessories and from denim to
dressed.
For each of these areas, traditions were investigated with
the intention to filter out the values behind. Each expert
decided to focus on one specific value and to communicate
Figure 27:Workshop at the Swedish School of Textiles
in September 2013.

it through one outfit. The knowledge of the group and
external artistic expertise was used to enhance expression.  At the end of this exercise a number of outfits was
produced to communicate the selected values. The idea
of mixing experts from various traditions is to discern
new values and to confirm the obvious ones. For a person or expert within a certain tradition, the values might
be obvious, but by using the knowledge from external
experts from other fields, it is possible to pinpoint new
values, which might not have been visible from the very
beginning.

What is the use for SMEs?

In search of new design aestethics based on values:
Companies may use this process to enhance their performance in their area of expertise e.g. fashion design, production, work wear, craft, sportswear or art. By focusing
on the values within their own and other traditions, they
may identify expressed or hidden values. Designers, product developers and other stakeholders within clothing,
need to work with values in an early stage of the design
process in order to make clothes that matter.

Further Information:
•

The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås,
Sweden, Pia Mouwitz, email:  Pia.Mouwitz@hb.se

Figure 28: To make clothes that matter: inherited
old formal shirt.

Smart Textile is textile structure that senses and reacts
to different stimuli from its environment. In its simplest
form the textile senses and reacts automatically without
a controlling unit, and in a more complex form, smart textiles sense, react and activate a specific function through a
processing unit. The main parts included in a smart textile
system are the sensor, the actuator and the controlling
unit. First attempts are made to introduce smart textiles
in the fashion and clothing sector.

The analysis

Within the Baltic Fashion project a study was elaborated
providing several examples on projects combining smart
textiles and clothing as a source of inspiration on how
smart textile innovation could be further introduced in
fashion.

The market for smart textiles and clothing can be divided
in fours main segments: healthcare, work-wear, sports
and fashion. The difference in the clothing area between
health care and work wear application and fashion and
sports is the type of application. In health care and work
wear the applications are focused on monitoring the wearer’s health or to facilitate communication. In fashion and
sports the applications are more focused on visual or
tactile feedback from the wearer.
Some examples of use of smart textiles in the field of
fashion are featured here below:
•

© Pia Mouwitz / The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås
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© Pia Mouwitz / The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås

•

•

WarmX is a manufacturer and distributor of heated
knitted underwear system. The company has an own
worldwide patented technology for heating textiles.
The underwear is knitted with silver coated fibres in
the trunk and neck areas and a battery mounted on
the waist supplies the power. The company works with
partners in both textiles and electronics.

Myontec is a company that produces a system for
the monitoring of the performance and capacity of

muscles. The company portfolio consists of a system
based in trousers and shirts integrated with sensors
and different modules for the measurement and handling of measured data. The trousers record different
muscles such as qudrieps, hamstrings, gastrognemius
and gluteus.

Hövding is a company selling its patented product
Hövding, a bike helmet integrated in a collar. Hövding
is a collar worn around the neck and the collar contains
an airbag that the user will only see when there is an
accident. The airbag is shaped like a hood, surrounding and protecting the bicyclist’s head. To create the
bike helmet Hövding, designers first investigated why
people would not use a helmet though it could save
their lifes. Interviewees explained that they would feel
ugly and uncomfortable with a helmet and this gave
the idea of an invisible helmet, integrated in a collar.

The analysis shows that in order to merge smart textiles
and fashion, it seems necessary to investigate real use (as
done in the example of the bike helmet Hövding) and to
increase interdisciplinary collaboration between companies that have skills in fashion and electronics respectively
(as done in the example WarmX).

What is the use for SMEs?

Smart textiles applied in fashion: The analysis shows
that there has been an extensive research activity both
at European and national levels in the area of smart
textiles and clothing. Such research mainly focuses on
health care and work wear and generally does not have
a commercial purpose. There are however examples of
fashion companies that make commercial use of smart
textile clothing.

Further Information:
•

The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås,
Sweden, Lena Berglin, email: Lena.Berglin@hb.se
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Study – Technical textiles

Workshop – Digital technologies

The functionality of textiles

Design and production with electronic means

What is it about?
Technical textiles are distinct from conventional textile
products in that they are created and used from the viewpoint of functionality. Within the Baltic Fashion project
a study was elaborated providing several examples on
technical textiles and their applications. The overview
shall serve as an inspiration to fashion companies for the
development of new products

•

•

The analysis

World production of textile fibres has grown continuously. Nevertheless the sector has experienced a steady
decline in workforce especially in Western and Eastern
Europe. This is due to ongoing globalization, which has
seen labour-intensive industry sectors and in particular
the clothing industry, reallocate their production to lowwage countries. At the same time, a new and steadily
growing product group has established itself within the
textile industry in the last 20 years: technical textiles.
Technical textiles are distinct from conventional textile
products in that they are created and used from the viewpoint of functionality. The range of applications encompasses vehicle airbags, textile seals, filters for industry,
fibre-reinforced composites for sports equipment and
aeroplanes, and even textile-reinforced concrete for the
construction industry and textile implants used in the
medical sector.

The study developed in the Baltic Fashion project provides
a wide overview of application examples, whereof some
examples are featured here below:
•
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Nettle fibres: The practice of using fibres from stinging
nettles for textiles goes back at least 3,000 years – as
it does with other plan-based fibres such as flax and
hemp. Nettle fibres are very fine and tear-proof, with
good breathability. NFC GmbH from Mecklenburg-West
Pomerania has succeeded in extracting fibres for textile and fashion production on an industrial scale from
nettle plants grown in the region. A company based in
the Netherlands is developing a similar concept.

Baltic Fashion Findings

•

•

Printed electronics: Conductive inks make it possible
to produce electronic components at very low cost
on flexible materials such as films, papers or textiles.
Printed data storage devices and batteries are already
available. Solar cells, RFID chips and loudspeakers are
going to be launched on the market shortly.
Dirt repellent: A special finishing process creates
three-dimensional surface structures on textiles, to
which particles of dirt are unable to cling. The pattern for this concept is the lotus effect, which occurs
in nature.
A sense of wellness: The Swiss firm Clariant has developed a microencapsulation technique integrating cosmetics into textiles having a cosmetic effect, under the
brand name “Quiospheres”. The high-quality ingredients are claimed to create a feeling of wellbeing.
UV protection has been achieved by incorporating pigments into the thread. The pigments are surrounded
by the fibre and cannot be washed out. This makes it
possible to achieve UV protection up to factor 50.

What is the use for SMEs?

Technical textiles applied in fashion: Technical textiles
are products manufactured for non-aesthetic purposes,
where function is the primary criterion. It includes textiles for automotive applications, medical textiles (e.g.,
implants), geotextiles (reinforcement of embankments),
agro-textiles (textiles for crop protection), and protective clothing (e.g., heat and radiation protection for fire
fighter clothing). However, they are gaining more and
more importance in the fashion sector: consumers show
increasing interest in fashion and ergonomics, especially
comfort and health.

Further Information:
•

Ministry of Economy, Labour and Tourism Mecklenburg-West Pomerania, Germany, Hanns-Otto
Löchter, email: H.Loechter@wm.mv-regierung.de

What is it about?
Fashion industry makes more and more use of electronic
means. This applies to both the design and production
process. In several workshops Baltic Fashion explored
the use of digital technologies in the field of fashion. An
overview was compiled to inspire companies on use of
available technologies in their design and production
practice. Some examples are showcased below.

The analysis

Case Study: pattern construction
PolyPattern is a modular software package for constructing patterns, grading them, and making markers. It is
designed for apparel manufacturers and pattern designers
and communicates with most plotters, digitizers, cutters
databases, spreadsheets, and other pattern systems, using
international standards. PolyPattern is offered by Triadem,
a German provider of software and services for the textile
and clothing industry.

Case study: textile cutting
Unicut by Opitex is a software for digitalization and construction in 2D and 3D as well as cutting optimization.
Unicut by Opitex includes: extended modulate module
for tailor-made clothes, clothes presented on moving,
adjustable mannequins (animation), measuring tension
and material drape during movement, designing elements
on 3D mannequins and automatic generation of 2D elements. Unicut by Opitex is offered by Allcomp Polska, a
Polish provider of fabric cutting machines and software.

Case study: management of company processes
bitFX from Rostock has created a software system that
models the entire business process of small fashion companies. The process extends from production preparation
(design, pattern construction, etc.) and purchasing of
materials and ingredients, through planning and monitoring production processes, managing orders, customers and storage, to receipt pf payment. The programme
was developed jointly with Heymann-Moden GmbH. An
improved online version is currently being worked on.

Case study: virtual mirror
The virtual mirror is intended to replace the tiresome trying on of clothes, and at the same time make recommendations for the overall outfit. The customer is photographed
or scanned in 3D. The costumer can choose pieces from
the stock of virtual clothing items and “try them on” using
the configurator. The mirror can also photograph the new
outfits and send the, to Facebook or Twitter for friends to
comment on. Using a combination of 3D measuring and
tailoring, it is also possible to choose just the materials
and then try on finished outfits or costumes to see what
they look like.

What is the use for SMEs?

Optimizing processes: There are many benefits of
digital design and production offered by the use of
computers and graphic design softwares, e.g. testing of
different designs within a shorter amount of time, quick
and reliable creation of repeatable print data for textile
printing, easy communication with producers, optimization of textile utilization. However, digital technologies are also used for optimizing internal processes in
the company or for supporting costumers to choose the
right outfit replacing tiresome trying on of clothes.

Further Information:
•
•

Municipality of Heringsdorf, Germany, Nicole Acksteiner, email: nicole.de@balticfashion.eu.
Gdynia Innovation Centre, Poland, Malwina Studzinska, email: m.sledziewska@gci.gdynia.pl
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The future of
Baltic Fashion
• Scenarios to increase fashion production in the BSR
• The potential of innovations to serve as drivers to Baltic Fashion SMEs
• Recommended future actions to support Baltic Fashion at national level
• Recommended future actions to support Baltic Fashion across the BSR

Baltic Fashion partners mapped existing production places in the BSR and draw
scenarios on how local production could be developed in the future. They also
analysed the potential of Baltic Fashion innovations in view of their future
© The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås, photographer Clemence Thornquist.

application by fashion SMEs.

In national and regional action plans, the Baltic Fashion partners formulated

recommendations on concrete actions to fill existing gaps and further exploit

the industry’s potential. From here, joint recommendations on further support
to the Baltic fashion industry were developed.

Opportunities for continuing cooperation among the Baltic Fashion support
institutions were investigated.

The future of Baltic Fashion
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Scenarios to increase fashion production in the BSR
Baltic Fashion partners mapped existing fashion production sites in the BSR and investigated scenarios to increase
fashion production in the region.* To analyse the future
of Textiles, Leather and Clothing (TLC) production in the
Baltic Sea Region, the following key drivers and their possible impact on the TLC sector were identified:

1. The economic forces of globalisation take advantage
from wage and cost differentials, the furtherance of
human resources and regional specialisation. Having
strongly determined the restructuring trends in European TLC industries in the past, globalisation can be
expected to be strengthened in the future under the
assumption of a liberalised world economy, but also
*

The full analysis is documented in the report “Baltic Sea Region mapping
of local production and scenario analysis in textile, clothing and leather
sector (TCL)” by LATIA.

weakened under the assumption of a disintegrating
world economy.

2. Climate change is strongly affecting the shape of the
global economy and will remain in the future. Rising
energy prices and climate damages might not only
lead to rising environmental costs but also to stronger
environmental concerns among consumers, policy
makers and companies.

3. The policy responses to the changing world economy
made large parts of European TLC industries disappear.
The answers of European restructuring policies could
be liberal with trust into the efficiency of markets or
defensive with a strong commitment to the manufacturing sector in Europe and its regions.

Based on these drivers, scenarios to increase fashion production were developed. To this purpose, the countries of
the Baltic Sea Region were divided into low and high-cost countries or earlier and new members of the Community.

1. Design in Sweden, Finland and Germany - production in Estonia, Latvia,
Lithuania and Poland

This scenario focuses on knowledge and potential of the earlier members of the community in the field of
fashion design; especially Finland and Sweden show an increase of research and development activities in
the fashion design field. While these countries would concentrate on fashion design, new member states
would offer production services based on their high technological knowhow, well-educated work force and
availability of effective small, medium and, in some regions, even large production sites. Production in the
new member states would be preferred to other production locations because of close geographic proximity
and thus possibility to save on transport and distribution.

2. Production in the country or region

In earlier member states, this scenario focuses on the rising interest of local producers in in-sourcing
production. Especially Germany and Sweden could benefit from increasing government support offered to
the sector. Finland could link to its old and traditional, but still active, production places. Involving human
resources from neighbouring Baltic Sea Region countries, such as Estonia and Latvia, could compensate lack
of technical skills. New member states would increase production for their own market. Rising consumer
interest in local, slow and sustainable production and services supports this scenario. New member states
would especially engage in development of new products and own local brands.

3. Cooperation with neighbouring BSR countries through Baltic Clusters

This scenario focuses on the development of clusters in the Baltic Sea Region. Businesses, suppliers, and
associated institutions in the fashion field would join forces and increase their competitiveness, with each
member of the cluster further developing own strengths. In this scenario companies would, for instance, go
smart and introduce innovations to their produce gaining market competitiveness. 			
•
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The potential of innovations to serve as drivers
to Baltic Fashion SMEs
The Baltic Fashion project analysed innovative approaches
in the Baltic Sea Region with a view to investigating their
relevance and use for fashion companies. While some
innovations are already applied and found their way onto
the market, others are still at the level of research without
concrete market applications expected in the near future.
Within the Baltic Fashion project possible further developments of fashion innovations were analysed, especially in
view of their future use by fashion SMEs.*

Innovation is about change and renewal. To be considered as innovations, changes must increase values, either
customer or producer values. As opposed to inventions,
they also need to have a market value. Changes or renewals must be substantially different and accepted on the
market to be innovative. Radical ‘news’ will affect the
design and the production process to a high degree but
also small news can increase value, both for the customer
and the producer. To be innovative and to have the capacity to utilize innovations is a way to be competitive on the
global market but the question is if small and medium
sized fashion companies have this capacity.
Baltic Fashion has worked with innovations that are based
on change, renewal and development rather than inventions or radical changes. Whereas young and small fashion
entrepreneurs are often locked into traditional processes
and techniques, the innovations analysed in the project
aim to support young designers to face new challenges,
for instance sustainability, and to increase the value of
fashion design.

Opportunities offered by new materials
and technologies

Research institutions show increasing interest in new
materials and technologies and large companies already
apply innovations in this field, as they have the resources
to explore research results. For young and small fashion companies it is nearly impossible to explore related
new opportunities. Due to their size and limited financial
capacities, these companies generally have to rely on
existing materials and means. Some innovations, such as
*

The full analysis is documented in the report “Baltic Fashion Innovations”
by The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Boras. In review.

digital printing, are however accessible also to smaller
companies. Also, in most BSR countries small companies
have the opportunity to apply for financial support to use
and test new materials and technologies.

Growing interest in sustainability

Sustainability is not a new topic, however fashion industry
has been slow in taking it into consideration. Environmental protection has moved to more complex issues such as
minimizing logistics, the environmental load of global
business systems, water use (water footprint), carbon
emissions (carbon footprint), and finally the environmental load of the use phase (wet cleaning, dry cleaning, line
drying, need for ironing, lower temperature during laundering, etc.). There are opportunities for fashion SMEs to
engage in creating a more sustainable route also through
for instance the concept of recycling and up-cycling. Today
sustainability is a strong trend in the fashion industry and
opens a wide range of new business opportunities.

New niches for fashion designers

Fashion designers do not need to compete with large and
global fashion design and retail companies but can find
niches through looking at the needs of society in large and
to the needs of “real” consumers. This is demonstrated
in the projects within the social and public contexts, i.e
Fashion Empowerment and Textile for Public Spaces.
These innovative approaches are not suited for production in large quantities, but point at customer-orientation
and social values.

Traditions: a source for new design

There is an asset in traditions, often ignored by young
designers who rather look at the global designers trendsetters. Also global designers are always seeking out new
expressions and finding these in regional traditions and
translate them into something new. The workshops held
in Germany and Sweden in the Baltic Fashion project show
that when given the opportunity, designers are very positive to explore what traditions we actually have and can
be regarded as inspiration for new designs.

The future of Baltic Fashion
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Recommended future actions to support
Baltic Fashion at national level
Based on knowledge and experience gained in the project
through collection of good practices, analyses of support
measures and innovations as well as discussions at the
national and transnational levels, project partners got a
comprehensive picture of existing support to the sector
and from here pointed at priority actions for its further
development.
Training institutions are asked to offer business trainings
tailored to the specific needs of fashion companies as such
trainings hardly exist. They are also asked to support
fashion companies with the strengthening of cooperation
in interdisciplinary teams, as fashion companies have
major difficulties to take care of both creative and business activities.

National governments are asked to give fashion industry
a place on the national policy agenda, as in some BSR
countries (e.g. Latvia and Poland), it is not recognized as

a stand-alone industry but included in the creative industries in general. National support programs for start-ups
exist, but are not designed as to meet the specific needs
of fashion companies.
Throughout all partner countries, cooperation at the
national level among university-industry-government
(triple helix) proved to be highly useful for further developing the current support offer. In the future such support
should be provided more systematically for the creation
of national or regional fashion clusters.
Despite being a highly fragmented and competitive sector,
substantial added value can be gained from cooperation.
Thus designers must be motivated to build-up networks
and exchange with other fashion designers and professionals from other fields. In addition, focus on arts and
creativity shall not hinder them engaging in public relations and business-related activities.

Companies shall contribute to their own business success
and especially:
•

•
•

•
•
•

improve skills in business fields (e.g. fashion management, marketing & sales, merchandising, logistics, internationalization, brand building, e-commerce),

maintain and continuously improve skills in technical  fields (e.g. pattern making, sewing) and offer in-house company trainings,

apply new technologies and other innovations,

respond to current trends, e.g. sustainable and local production, use of social media
and online business,

increase cooperation with professionals from other fields, with companies along the
production chain and with research and development institutions,

increase consumer-orientation.						

•

Government and professional institutions shall support
fashion industry and especially:
•

increase recognition of the fashion industry sector at the policy level, i.e. integration

•

further support research and development activities,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

into national, regional development programmes,

ensure communication of government, education and business,
Support the development of clusters in the fashion sector,

provide easier access to suitable funding for fashion companies (especially start-ups)
and training / retraining organizations,

promote the positive image of the fashion and textile sector,

support participation of fashion companies in main international fashion fairs,

support fashion incubators to ensure successful transition from education to work,

monitor the demand for specialists in the long-term to endure supply of specialists,
ensure availability of information.

Training institutions shall offer training programs that:

•
•
•

•
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are specifically developed for fashion companies,
focus on cooperation with other specialists,
focus on practical support rather than theoretical training, such as mentorship or
compulsory practice at company level,
address all ages in order to ensure that knowledge and skills are updated in the
course of the working life.
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Recommended future actions to support
Baltic Fashion across the BSR
Transnational cooperation in the fashion industry sector
is essential as it fills the gap between the “global fashion
industry” and national support structures.

Cooperation in the project has proven that opportunities
arise especially from knowledge and information exchange
as well as network-based value chain management. For
instance, transnational exchange on fashion innovations
and fashion support programmes proved to be useful for
the entire partnership, showing that differences between
Eastern and Western BSR countries are no obstacle to
transnational cooperation. Also, Baltic Fashion cooperation events connected fashion companies from all along
the production chain and across borders: by joining forces,
companies could turn sectoral and national differences
into a competitive advantage.
However, transnational support to the BSR fashion sector
hardly exists. The Baltic Fashion Information Portal is for
instance the only portal providing aggregated information
on BSR fashion.

At the EU policy level, the fashion sector is slowly gaining
visibility, however important transnational initiatives
such as the EU BSR Strategy do not explicitly consider the
sector within their priority actions, reflecting the lack of
international cooperation within the sector itself.

Figure 29:Cooperation across borders in fashion is
necessary, but difficult.

The future of Baltic Fashion Cooperation
Baltic Fashion partners have committed via a Statement of Intent to further actively
cooperate beyond the end of the Baltic Fashion project in the framework of the Baltic
Fashion Network.

Even though the Network shall base on the exchange among the Baltic Fashion partners, it shall also be open to other support organizations in the BSR.

The project has actually shown that cooperation across
borders in the fashion sector is difficult due to its highly
competitive and fragmented nature with a majority of
micro-sized enterprises. Against this background, the
Baltic Fashion project aimed at strengthening cooperation among university-industry-government (triple helix).
However, even though at the national level such cooperation proved to be very fruitful, the creation of a sea-basin
wide structure takes even more time and efforts. The
project partnership serves as a good basis and starting
point. However, more support is required in the future
with stronger integration / involvement of additional
partners, including the core fashion centres (i.e. Berlin,
Copenhagen, Stockholm) as well as other sea-basin offer
related to regional promotion and SME support.

More specifically, Baltic Fashion partners will contribute to the Baltic Fashion Network
with the following activities:
• regular update of the Baltic Fashion Information Portal based on each organization’s regular activities and with focus on fashion companies, production places,
events, fairs, fashion shows, trainings, publications and research results,
• regular exchange of experience in the areas of business support, innovation
research and business cooperation, that may lead to,
• development of joint activities and projects to support fashion SMEs throughout
the Baltic Sea Region
• further cooperation in the framework of the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region
and especially in the Strategy’s priority area “SME – Promote entrepreneurship
and strengthen the growth of SMEs” and the horizontal action “Promo – Boosting
joint promotion and regional identity building actions”
• participation in Baltic Fashion Network meetings to be organized once a year and
with rolling responsibility
• integration of new partners in the Network as to reflect full national clusters in
Baltic Fashion, including the private sector.

Baltic Fashion recommendations at the
transnational level:
•
•

support to the Baltic Fashion industry sector through BSR policy initiatives,

•

development of Baltic Sea Region wide research and development projects,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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further development and maintenance of the Baltic Fashion Information Portal,

promotion of the Baltic Sea Region as place for innovative and sustainable fashion,
creation of a label “made in the BSR” with well-defined quality standards,
introduction of transnational fashion education programs,
promote cooperation among Baltic Fashion clusters,

promotion of Baltic Sea Region business cooperation events,

strengthening of transnational governmental cooperation in the Baltic Sea Region,

promottion of private sector involvement (also big companies) in transnational support
activities.
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